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Today's Agenda
Social Isolation Current State
Social Isolation Innovations: NYS Department of the
Aging, Selfhelp Community Services, and the New York Academy of
Medicine
Question & Answer Session and Voting!
Closing Statements
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Voting Criteria
1. The population health impact – how many people and
types of populations did the innovation impact?
2. The creativity – how new and creative was the
innovation?
3. The value – how efficiently was the innovation
implemented to meet emerging demands of the pandemic?
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Social Isolation Impacts and
Solutions
Becky Preve – Executive Director
Association on Aging in New York
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Social Isolation
Social Isolation
An objective state marked by few or infrequent social contacts.
Isolation can lead to loneliness in individuals, while others can
feel lonely without being socially isolated.

Loneliness
A subjective and distressing feeling of social isolation, often
defined as the discrepancy between actual and desired level of
social connection.
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How Prevalent?
1/3 of adults 45+ feel lonely

1/4 of adults 65+ are socially isolated

COVID 19 Impact
 Individuals told to shelter in place.
 Self isolate/socially distance.
 Traditional social outlets closed.

*National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2020
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Factors to Consider

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental and physical health problems.
Living alone.
Dissatisfaction with family and social life.
Long term illness/disability.
Transportation issues.
Fear of the pandemic.
Loss of community engagement opportunities.
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Health Risks
50%

Increased risk of dementia.

29%

Increased risk of heart disease.

32%

Increased risk of stroke.

Higher rates

Depression, anxiety, and suicide.

• Heart disease patients: 4X increase in risk of death, 68%
increase in risk of hospitalization, 57% increase in ER
visits.
• Rivals: smoking, obesity, and physical inactivity.
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COVID 19 Impacts
Matilda’s Law
State shut down
Termination of Visitation in skilled and acute care settings
Congregate site closures
Economic decline
Technology barriers for social isolated individuals
Reduction in all face‐to‐face interactions
Reduction in accessibility of primary and specialty care
Political unrest
Loss of loved ones
Generalized fear
Access to vaccinations and vaccine hesitancy
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Strategies to address
Awareness: Currently under‐recognized.
Education: Health providers, community‐based organizations,
general public.
Guidelines: Need national guidelines‐ they currently exist for
nutrition, physical activity, and sleep.
• Guidance can be based on federal social policy and
programs to guide local, state, and national health
promotion in disease prevention.
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Innovations – Technology Solutions

֍ Virtual Senior Centers
֍ Online programing
֍ Telemedicine access
֍ Get Set Up programing
֍ Go‐Go Grandparent
֍ Robotic pets
֍ Telephonic support services

֍ NYS Council on the Arts
֍ Office of Mental Health –
project HOPE
֍ Office for the Aging
Vaccination Pilot
֍ New York Academy of
Medicine – Age‐Friendly
Neighborhood model
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Post-COVID Considerations
How to build on
current structure

How to formulate
policy

Ongoing COVID
19 impact in long
term health
outcomes

How to harness
best practices

Regulatory
considerations

Systematic,
sustainable
delivery
restructure
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Contact Information
Becky Preve – Executive Director
Association on Aging in New York

becky@agingny.org
518‐570‐6023
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Denise Brennan
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NEW YORK STATE OFFICE FOR THE AGING

"JOY FOR ALL
COMPANION
PETS"
Presented by:

Greg Olsen, Acting Director, NYS Office for Aging
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NEW YORK STATE OFFICE FOR AGING: PET PROGRAM
2018 Study released by AARP PPI
Social Isolation—lack of meaningful contacts with others—costs the
Medicare program $6.7B in additional spending every year.
• Isolation is a clear risk factor for
illness and death.
• Spending comparable to
arthritis, high blood pressure,
heart disease, diabetes.
• Similar to smoking 15 cigarettes
daily.
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2018 PILOT PROJECT TO COMBAT ISOLATION
• Idea: Anya Olsen.
• Project Pilot:
• 60 participants – 12 counties
• 30 cats
• 30 pups
• DeJong Loneliness Scale – pre‐adoption and 3, 6,
12 months.
• Reduced or significant reduction in loneliness
among 70% of participants.
• 75% decrease in pain after one year.
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CHANGE DURING THE PANDEMIC
• The need grew!
• Distributed over 2,200 pets
through New York State's Aging
Network.
• Worked with FQHC, office of
mental health, veteran's
agencies to increase access
outside of state unit on aging.
• Available to anyone.
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TRADITIONAL NYSOFA CUSTOMER
• 82‐years old
• Female
• Lives alone
• Low income
• High number of functional limitations – ADL, IADL
• Bathing, dressing, personal hygiene, mobility, transfer,
toileting, eating, housekeeping, shopping, laundry.
Transportation, preparing meals, handle personal business,
use telephone, self‐administer medications
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FUNDING AND OPPORTUNITIES
• OAA – address isolation, depression.
• SUA and AAA’s have existing flexibility in
spending under Title IIIB.
• Federal disaster declaration allows flexibility in
all federal funds to meet needs during the
pandemic.
• State flexibility – NY – Executive Order.
• State funds provide flexibility – CSE.
• AAA’s – existing flexibility – overmatch.
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AMERICAN RECOVERY PLAN

$460,000,000

shall be available to carry out part B of
title III of such Act, including for:

(A) Supportive services of the types made available for fiscal year 2020.
(B) Efforts related to COVID–19 vaccination outreach, including education,
communication, transportation, and other activities to facilitate vaccination of older
individuals.
(C) prevention and mitigation activities related to COVID–19 focused on addressing
extended social isolation among older individuals, including activities for investments
in technological equipment and solutions or other strategies aimed at alleviating
negative health effects of social isolation due to long‐term stay‐at‐home
recommendations for older individuals for the duration of the COVID– 19 public health
emergency.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Greg Olsen, Acting Director
Association on Aging in NY (AgingNY)
Email: Greg.olsen@aging.ny.gov
Phone: (518) 474‐7012
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Norain Siddiqui
Consultant, Population
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Combatting Social Isolation with
Selfhelp’s Virtual Senior Center

Russell Lusak
Chief Operating Officer
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www.selfhelp.net
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Launched in 2010 in collaboration with Microsoft and two NYC
agencies (Aging and Information Technology/ Telecommunications).



Strong impact on social isolation demonstrated in two research
studies.



Ongoing data collection in social isolation using standardized tools
(UCLA Loneliness Scale and Lubben Social Network Scale).



The health impacts of social isolation are well‐
established and include chronic disease and early
mortality.
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Medicare pays $134/month more for care for
isolated older adults, $6.7B annually (AARP 2017).



The appropriate physical response to threat of
COVID‐19—especially for the most vulnerable
population to this virus—increases social isolation.



Cloud based service (BYOD Model)
Older adults served, from 60 – 101 years old
Senior‐friendly design (WCAG 2 AA compliant)

(CDC)
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300+ classes/month across 18 categories
Live facilitator in all classes
Group/individual video chat*
Multi‐language support: English, Mandarin,
Russian, Spanish and Korean interface



Supports any internet enabled device:
PC/MAC/laptop, tablet and SmartTV**



*July 2021



**August 2021
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Proven, senior‐friendly online community.



Facilitated live classes on a wealth of
topics.



Discussion groups and cultural events.



Exercise, nutrition, and health education.
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Security

◦ Self‐contained environment. No chance for zoom‐bombing or any unauthorized access to
seniors and classes.
◦ The VSC saves no information on its members other than a username and a password and
does not sell demographics nor activity data to any third party



Simplicity

◦ The VSC was designed with seniors and administrators in mind and requires no software
installs and no more than two clicks to access any part of the site. No meeting IDs,
passwords or numbers to remember with simple ‘set and forget’ scheduling options.



Scalability



Shareable

◦ The VSC has been built to handle as many users as required. It can scale as needed no
matter how many members are on at once.
◦ The VSC is uniquely able to empower its communities to share their content with one
another or everyone in effect creating a ‘meta‐community’ calendar for everyone.



Manageable

◦ The VSC makes ongoing management of users and programs easy and removes added work
demand from scaling content up as an organization grows, which allows providers to focus
on services and not administrative overhead.
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‘Sticky’ menu ‐
options are
always visible

Simple UX, Tailored for Seniors

Customizable
announcements

Opportunity for
seniors to bond ‐
reduce isolation

Customizable
RSS/feed
ie. News and
information

Quick ‘at‐a‐glance’ schedule
/ senior‐orientated content

Content: promo/ad
space
V2.0 UI shown
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Some Recent Offerings in Selfhelp
Content/Programs…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contemporary Women Artists of Africa
Entertainment‐The Emmys w/McKenna
Mindful Movements w/ Tyler M.
The Wine Hour: Organic Wines w/ Li
American History & Literature w/Alan G.
History: Current Events w/Regina
Tai Chi with Mr. Choey
BRPS Computer Clinic w/John G
Yoga for Chronic Disease Management w/Fran
Water Resources Engineering w/Andrea & Diego
Austin: Zumba with Darryl
MC Healthy: Common Throat Problems w/Katie (RN)
Open Chat: With John G and Friends
American Songbook and other Classic Tunes
Computer Training w/John

An ongoing, updated schedule of classes
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Aged 60+.



Homebound or socially isolated (including caretakers).



Want to have social interaction/meet people.



Want to contribute to in class discussions.



Willing to learn how to use a computer.



Has their own internet enabled device with camera/mic.
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* Class differential is attributable to counting unique vs recurrent classes
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Participant experience of loneliness reduced by 80%.



Participant experience of connectedness increased by 60%.



Self‐reported health status increased by 51%.



97% said the VSC improved their quality of life.
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“Virtual Senior Center helps homebound
older adults manage chronic conditions, socialize
and have fun”.
Barrie Raik MD, Veerawat Phongtankuel MD
Weill Cornell Medical College, New York, NY
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Can video chat engage homebound people?
◦ Manage chronic health.
◦ Learn new techniques in an interactive, social and fun setting.

What we learned…






Confidence improved in managing chronic health.
Enjoyed the program.
Enjoyed interacting with participants.
Reduce fears and frustrations about their health.
Improved social isolation and self‐management skills.
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Impact on social isolation, health status, and digital literacy.

What we learned…







Improved social connectivity.
Learned more about community services.
Significant increase in health status.
◦ Large % of hours online confirms participants’ bridging the digital chasm.
80% = Quality of life improved.
75% = Overall happier.
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“Because of the VSC, my quality of life improved.”

97%

Agree

Disagree
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“These programs connect me to people and
ideas,” he said. “It opens my world ~ Neil
Tonnesen, 72(Newsday)

“It enhanced my life. I’m gaining knowledge. The world is
open. Here I can go anywhere. I can go throughout the
whole world. Its working out nicely.”
~ John Gaidis (Member Testimonial)

“I was very depressed,” she said. “I have an aide who
comes for only a few hours…then someone at the
senior center called.” “Now, if someone would say I
have to give it up, I would die.” ~ Anne Bertolino, 96
(New York Jewish Week)
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(After a music class)“Good ole time‐forgetting my troubles & pains”.



“Exciting to travel around the world w/out a passport or go thru TSA”.



“Great fun except when you have to mute people or their meowing cat!”



(After Nutrition class) “very helpful advice: maybe I’ll start following it? At least I
learned not to eat frozen pizza”.



“I look forward to Mondays because of this class”.



“Fun. I laughed so much I had to wear adult diapers”.



“Discusses books I’ll never read on my own – what a treat!”
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What our members are saying about the VSC program...


Introducing John G



Introducing Anne



Meet Rita and Henry



Russell Lusak
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212‐971‐7711



rlusak@selfhelp.net
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Norain Siddiqui
Consultant, Population
Health Data Insights,
NYSTEC
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The Age-Friendly Neighborhoods
Convening: A Resident-Driven
Approach to Addressing Social
Isolation in New York City
Elana Kieffer | Acting Director, Center for Healthy Aging
May 26, 2021/NYSTEC–PHIS
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VISION
Everyone has the opportunity to
live a healthy life.
MISSION
Drive progress towards improved
health through attaining health
equity.
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MISSION, GOALS & STRATEGIES
NYAM works to improve the
health and well-being of current
and future aging populations.
Our goals are to:
• Increase social, physical, and economic participation
• Improve perceptions of well-being, quality of life, and
autonomy
• Maximize functional ability and minimize activity limitations
• Deliver better care and services
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AGE-FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS CONVENING
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WHY DID WE START AN AGE‐FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS CONVENING IN 2020?

• COVID-19.
• Role of neighborhoods.
• Existence of age-friendly neighborhood organizations.
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WHY DID WE START AN AGE‐FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS CONVENING IN 2020?
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WHY DID WE START AN AGE‐FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS CONVENING IN 2020?

• COVID-19.
• Role of neighborhoods.
• Existence of age-friendly neighborhood organizations.
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IMAGE:NYC – THE INTERACTIVE MAP OF AGING

www.IMAGENYCmap.org
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WHY DID WE START AN AGE‐FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS CONVENING IN 2020?

• COVID-19.
• Role of neighborhoods.
• Existence of age-friendly neighborhood organizations.
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AGE‐FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD GROUPS IN NEW YORK CITY
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AGE‐FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD GROUPS IN NEW YORK CITY
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AGE-FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS CONVENING
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HOW TO THRIVE TOGETHER

nyam.org/center-healthy-aging/resources/neighborhood-resources/
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THE DETAILS
• Met monthly from July through December 2020.
• Average of 30 participants, mostly lay leaders of AFNOs.
• External organizations included Brooklyn and Manhattan Borough President’s
Offices, OATS, and NYC-based aging service organizations.
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TOPICS

• Social isolation and physical distancing.
• Access to technology equipment and training.
• Connecting with neighbors.
• Age-friendly businesses.
• Civic engagement.
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SURVEY
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AGE-FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOODS PROVIDING SUPPORT
"People reached out to
me by phone. And there
were virtually constant
emails, and they were
helpful, offered
information and support"

"My neighbors gave
me a couple of light
masks and some
sterilizer both of
which make me feel
less afraid."

"People donated
food and stepped
up to volunteer to
assist the older
adults in the
program"
"I made masks
when they were not
available and
distributed them. I
checked in on
several people who
are living alone."

"We communicated
via ZOOM and
discussed issues we
might have, such as
going out and being
afraid of exposure to
COVID and getting
some feedback from
members that
ventured out and how
they did it. That was
very helpful for me."

"I called people I
know to find out how
they were
doing/coping"
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AGE-FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD GRANTS
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PARTY LIKE ITS 2021
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Elana Kieffer, MBA
ekieffer@nyam.org

www.IMAGENYCmap.org
@AgeFriendlyNYC
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